
FAST Guide to Machine Guarding

Hazardous Mechanical Motion
All mechanical motion is potentially hazardous. It is important to check your facility often for equipment that can be 

guarded to protect the employees working with or around each machine. Here are some common types of 
hazardous mechanical motion to look for at your facility.

Fastenal Safety Specialists
Still unsure if you are properly installing machine safeguards in your workplace? 

Contact our safety specialists for help today by emailing safetyquestions@fastenal.com.

Hazard Analysis

Lock Out/ Tag Out Training

Cost Savings Ideas

Hazardous Components

Crushed fingers or hands, amputations, burns and blindness are just a few of
 the potential dangers facing employees that work around moving machine 

parts. Safeguards are essential for controlling these preventable injuries in your workplace.

According to OSHA, any machine part, function or process that may cause injury must be
safeguarded. Use this guide to help you spot potential dangers in your workplace so

you can avoid costly fines and keep your workers safe.

The Dangers of Machinery

Preventing Accidents
Machine safeguarding with the following equipment is the best way to control amputations 

and other injuries caused by stationary machinery:

http://www.bls.gov/iif/
Sources:

https://www.osha.gov/OshDoc/data_General_Facts/amputation-factsheet.pdf
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/Mach_SafeGuard/toc.html

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/machineguarding/index.html

30%
of all workplace injuries in 2014
were to the upper extremities

or more days30
of work are missed, on

average, after an injury caused
by moving machinery

on the job in 2014 due to contact
with equipment or objects

724 workers died

Guards

Cutting

Point of Operation
The area of a machine where it performs 

the work on the material.

Bending

Punching

Reciprocating

Rotating

Shearing

Transversing

Circular movement of couplings,
cams, clutches, flywheels, and spindles
as well as shaft ends and rotating collars
that may grip clothing or otherwise
force a body part into a dangerous
location.

Movement of a powered slide or knife
during metal trimming or shearing.

Action generated during sawing, boring,
drilling, milling, slicing and slitting.

Action occurring when power is applied
to a slide to draw or form metal or
other materials.

Back-and-forth or up-and-down
action that may strike or entrap

a worker between a moving part
and a fixed object.

Motion resulting when a machine moves 
a slide (ram) to stamp or punch blank 

metal or other material.

Movement in a straight, continuous
line that may strike or catch a worker

in a pinch or shear point created between
the moving part and a fixed object.

Power-Transmission
Flywheels, pulleys, belts, chains, couplings, spindles, cams, and gears 

in addition to connecting rods and other machine components 
that transmit energy.

Other Moving Parts
Machine components that move during machine operation such 

as reciprocating, rotating, and transverse moving parts as
well as auxiliary machine parts.

Power Transmission
(Pulleys, Belt, Motor)

Other Moving Parts
(Spindle, Chuck, Clamp)

Point of Operation

All machines have three basic components that almost always present
a potential hazard to the user. Make sure you check that these
parts are guarded or employees are protected from hazards

presented by the following parts of your machines.

Provide physical barriers that prevent access
to hazardous areas. They should be secure
and strong, and workers should not be able

to bypass, remove or tamper with them. Guards
should not obstruct the operators view or

prevent employees from working.

Help prevent contact with points of operation and may replace
or supplement guards. Devices can interrupt the normal cycle
of the machine when the operator’s hands are at the point of 

operation, prevent the operator from reaching the point of
operation, or withdraw the operator’s hands if they approach
the point of operation when the machine cycles. The must be

secure, tamper-resistant and durable and they must not
create additional hazards for the operator.

Devices


